
 

 

How to make a miniature 

bow & Arrow 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1.  1.  1.  1.  Remove oneRemove oneRemove oneRemove one craf craf craf craft stick from the water.  Pat with thet stick from the water.  Pat with thet stick from the water.  Pat with thet stick from the water.  Pat with the towel. towel. towel. towel.    
    

2. Unwrap some dental floss and wrap it around the two notches on one 2. Unwrap some dental floss and wrap it around the two notches on one 2. Unwrap some dental floss and wrap it around the two notches on one 2. Unwrap some dental floss and wrap it around the two notches on one 
end of the craft stick.  Tie a knot to secure.end of the craft stick.  Tie a knot to secure.end of the craft stick.  Tie a knot to secure.end of the craft stick.  Tie a knot to secure.    

    
3.  Carefully bend the craft stick until it is 3.  Carefully bend the craft stick until it is 3.  Carefully bend the craft stick until it is 3.  Carefully bend the craft stick until it is in thein thein thein the shape of a bow and pull  shape of a bow and pull  shape of a bow and pull  shape of a bow and pull 
the dental floss tight.  Wrap the dental floss around the two notches on the the dental floss tight.  Wrap the dental floss around the two notches on the the dental floss tight.  Wrap the dental floss around the two notches on the the dental floss tight.  Wrap the dental floss around the two notches on the 

opposite end of the craft stick until secure.opposite end of the craft stick until secure.opposite end of the craft stick until secure.opposite end of the craft stick until secure.    
    

    
    

    
    

4.  4.  4.  4.  Write the childWrite the childWrite the childWrite the child’’’’s name on the bag and place the bow and s name on the bag and place the bow and s name on the bag and place the bow and s name on the bag and place the bow and 5 5 5 5 ““““arrowsarrowsarrowsarrows”””” in  in  in  in 
the bag.the bag.the bag.the bag.        

    
5.  5.  5.  5.  To use, find the To use, find the To use, find the To use, find the slit that has been cutslit that has been cutslit that has been cutslit that has been cut at the rear of the  at the rear of the  at the rear of the  at the rear of the ““““arrowarrowarrowarrow”””” and  and  and  and 

stick stick stick stick thethethethe    dental floss in the dental floss in the dental floss in the dental floss in the groovegroovegroovegroove. Holdi. Holdi. Holdi. Holding onng onng onng onto the endto the endto the endto the end of the arrow with  of the arrow with  of the arrow with  of the arrow with 
one hand and the bow with the otherone hand and the bow with the otherone hand and the bow with the otherone hand and the bow with the other, pull back, aim, and fire!!, pull back, aim, and fire!!, pull back, aim, and fire!!, pull back, aim, and fire!!    


